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ELOF handlers for 
paper rolls

Impressive load capability for its size.



COMPACT SIZE
Small footprint facilitates 

access to the tightest spaces.

LOW WEIGHT
Minimizes damaging floor 

pressure and power 
requirements.

ELECTRICAL DRIVE
Generates no 

exhaust emissions.

ELOF handlers for 
paper rolls

Max. load (tonnes) Model Power Lifting forks Driving position

STB = Standing behind drive unit, SIB = Sitting behind drive unit

5

5

10

10

P05110

P05120

P10110

P10120

80 V, 250 Ah

80 V, 250 Ah

80 V, 250 Ah

80 V, 250 Ah

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

STB

SIB

STB

SIB

Other specifications on request. Contact your ELOF representative. 
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ELOF’s Heavy Load Handlers have been designed for the indoor transport of heavy products on the production floor 
and in the storage and shipping areas.Tested during more than 10 years in the most demanding environments, the 
ELOF platform is based on a rugged drive unit and an application specific load unit. Utilizing a patented ‘low lift’ 
technology, the ELOF Handler lifts up to 50 tonnes and does not use (and thus does not need to carry) a counter-
weight in its design. This unique method minimizes wear and maintenance and allows use in areas normally not
accessible by heavy transport vehicles.

Read more at 
www.elofhandler.com

In the production of paper, the size of the roll of paper at the 
end of the production line is increasing.
To meet the need to move rolls now weighing many tonnes, Elof has 
developed a handler specifically to transport paper rolls. With a lifting 
capacity of up to 10 tonnes and specially designed lifting forks to gently 

pick up the roll, the Elof handler is ideal for the indoor transfer of paper 
rolls. A joystick is provided for accurate steering; an optional wheel is 
available. Other options include adjustable lifting forks, cameras, a monitor 
and a protective roof.


